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Effective May:

Fine arts founder resigns

by Timothy Brown
Dr. Joseph J. Gallucci,professor of music
and fine arts and founder of the fine arts
department as it is now constituted, has
resigned effective the end of this year. His
resignation was offered to The Very Rev.
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., S.U. president,
Gallucci stated that reasons for his
resignation were largely ones of incompatibility with present practices in the fine arts
department and the College of Arts and

Sciences.

"I think in general Icould say without
betraying confidences that the reasons for the
resignation were Ifound that the practices
and procedures of the fine arts department
and the College of Arts andSciences were just
incompatible with my own standards of
morality and of professional conduct," he
said.
GALLUCCI was reluctant to be more

specific about the reasons for his resignation.
The issues are very complicated and involve
so many people that it would be difficult to get
a fair description, he said. "I think Iwould
want the chairman of the department and the
dean of arts and sciences to be able to give
their views of it,also," he said.
GALLUCCI submitted a resignation to
Ryan because "It seemed to me that there
were very few chances of changing anything.
If it were a case in which one could appeal to
higher authority or higher up and could
expect that some changes couldbe made, then
I suppose that Iwould have gone through the
regular channels.
Ryan stated that he received a letter from

Gallucci informing him he was resigningand
that no reason was given.

"YOU REALIZE that people make these
decisions,"Ryansaid. "Iaccepted the resignation and wished him well."
James Powers,S.J., dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, said that he received no
copy of the resignation and did not feel that it
was his business to look into the matter. "I
respect his decision," he said.
William Dore, chairman of the fine arts
department, said he had no comment to make
on the matter.

Senate seat one election results
are being contested by Leonard
Young, a candidate for that position, on the grounds that the
election for senate seat one was
unfair.
Bob Casey, ASSU first vice
president, said that there was no
doubt in his mind as to the
unfairness of the election in
regard to position number one.
YOUNG filed a complaint
with the ASSU judicial board
requesting the election results be
declared void. Young said hewas
not informed that the day for
sign-up had been extended from
Nov. 14 to Nov. 17.
The judicial board has ruled
the senate seat one election invalid and a re-election has been

scheduled for Jan. 13. Rich
Morse and Young only will be
allowed to run in this election.
Theresults of the election are:
Morse —
senate seat one, Rich
—
34,
31;
1
Chris Bohan
senate
seate two, Maria Sullivan— ls3
(unopposed);
— senate seat three,
—
Tim Brown 98, Dave Wilson
68; senate seat four, Dirk
Bartram— 97, Paul Routt— 62;
freshman class president, Randy
Alfaro, 109 (unopposed).
A constitutional amendment
proposing that the senate vote to
override the president's veto be
changed to two-thirds of the
quorum of senators present at
the senate meeting met approval
with the 200 students that voted,
105 to 36.

Moore resignation
effective Dec. 31

"I WOULD still be interested in teaching
Michael R. Moore, vice presi- the position. "Since it is a
situation is a dent
for finance andbusinesshas national search, we may consider
very difficult one in the academic world now. I resigned to accepta position with as many as 150 dossiers," Ryan
suppose that's why it's so rare for someone a financial consulting firm, The said.
who had tenure to be resigning. IfIwere to go Very Rev. Edmund G. Ryan,
Moore and Ryan have signed
somewhere else, Icouldn't expect to go with a S.J., S.U. president, announced a joint statement on the resignation, Rya n said. "Our
full professorship, even assuming there werea last week. resignation
Moore's
is effec- relationship is quite amiable
and
job available in the arts."
31,
tive Dec.
but a person will be
On the one hand, that's a reason for not appointed to complete the nearly friendly," he said.
Appointed inSeptember 1974,
resigning, he pointed out. "But Ijust didn't finalized University budget,
nan, director of public Moore replaced William C.
George
Be
want to continue in a job where I
did not feel relations, said.
Adkisson as vice president for
that there was support for what Iam trying to
finance and business. Moorehad
accomplish, and since the procedures were
A SEARCHcommittee willbe previously served as comptroller
not at all in accord with the kinds of things formed to screenapplications for for Seattle public schools.
that I'm interested in, the kinds of things that
I've learned to respect," he said.
"I've always had a magnificent
relationship with the students here," he said.
Turkeys cook their goose
Page 3
"I was a student here myself. Ithink I've
University
professors
discuss
enjoyed a measure of success as a teacher and
teaching morals
Page 4
I've enjoyed working with the students very
John Kay of Steppenwolf talks
much.
about making it
Page 6
Gallucci said he is very grateful to the
Changes at Connolly Center explained Page 7
students and faculty here who have made
efforts on his behalf.
next year," he stated, "but the

Inside:

Students experience Jewish life, 'anti-semitism
by Joe Guppy
"In a certain sense, it was an
attempt to climb into the skin of
the Jew and see both the positive
aspects for being a Jew and some
of the aspects that are not too
pleasant," Rabbi Arthur J.
Jacobovitz, S.U. theology
teacher, said.
For two weeks this quarter,
members of Jacobovitz' Jewish
theology class lived as modified
Orthodox Jews. They kept the
Sabbath, wore yarmulkes
(skullcaps) and stars of David,
ate kosher foods and told friends
and acquaintances they were
converting to Judaism.

THE PROJECT was first
proposed in 1969 by one of
Jacobovitz' classes and has been
done off and on since.
"Part of the reason Iwanted to
do the project was that Iwanted
to prove the rabbi wrong about
anti-semitism," said Maureen
Blackburn, a member of the
class. "But it didn't happen that
way."

Class members experienced a
wide variety ofadversereactions
to the project.
"IT HELPED me become

more sensitive to what it is to be
Jewish, what itis tobe different,"
saidTim Stanfield,another class

member.
"I was wearing ayarmulke and
Ifound peoplewould takealook
at me and then turn away immediately."
Jacobvitz said, "The subtle
anti-semitism is sometimes more

disturbing to the students than that a close relationship was bigot?" he said.
Blackburn said. "At first when I
Nancy Roux said that she went into it Ithought it was
the blatant. The blatant anti- threatened when she announced
semitismis somethingpeople can she was thinking of converting. encountered some difficulty going to build up my own faith
cope with."
from the Jewish side.
and all that. But then Ifound out
"THE PERSECUTION Ien"When I put on a star of about all the corruption in the
ALBERT STALKER, one of countered was not deep-seated David, some of the Jews that I history and present action of the
two class members who is hate but ignorance and fear that know felt they could say Roman Catholic Church."
Jewish, told of a blatant act of one's religion was being anything they wanted about my
She said the Pope Pius XII
anti-semitism. An Arab student threatened," she concluded.
own faith, as if it was a license," refused to help Jews leave Gerripped a star of David off his
Blackburn said"From some of she said. "And Ifound thisreally many during World War II and
neck, he said.
later assisted some Nazi escapes.
Today, the Vatican does not
"He was waiting for retaliation," Stalker said. "I couldn't
recognize the state of Israel, she
get over the pettiness of the act
said.
"It helped me become more sensitive to what
and Irefused to put myself down
Roux said, "I was criticizing
to that level. Ijust walked away.
my faith so that Icould undersIt Is to be Jewish, what it Is to be different."
"I don't see why those
tand it better and work with it
differences should cause people
better.1learned bad things about
not to get along together, esChristianity, but that helped.
pecially on a campus like this,"
You can't be ignorant of that."
he added.
my closest friends who are very painful, because Ididn't want to
zealous Christians, Igot some defend myself because IwasrealJACOBOVITZ said that the
MARY ERICKSON stated really negative feedback. And it ly trying to live as a Jew."
students who do the project are
that shehad trouble when asking upset me me because Ifelt their
often surprised by the "warmth"
about kosher food at the attitude was very parental. They
NOT ALL the reaction was of Jewish law.
"They expect the law to be
restaurant at which she worked. would not allow for the possibili- bad. Roux said that her family
A fellow worker blew up at her ty of me beingin my right mind accepted the project well and something that is very cold, very
one day and said what she was and choosing something else."
even asked her to say grace in demanding, and very removed
doing was "ridiculous and
She added that she couldn't Hebrew before meals. All the from the 20th century. But they
stupid," she said.
say if that reaction was the result students indicated that a lot of find the law creating a Sabbath
At one point during the pro- of anti-semitism or evangelical the reaction was sympathetic.
without the electricity, the
ject, a woman came up to a Christianity.
Stanfield said that anumber of machines, the golf, the shopping
years ago a priest told a Jewish and everything else," he said.
member of the class and said
"You Jewish bastards aregetting
JACOBOVITZ said it is im- friend of his that his yarmulke
"TheSabbath is an experience
what you deserve," referring to portant that distinction be made was a "disruption," but that he of beingtogether with family and
the recent U.N. resolutioncalling between legitimate concern for himself encountered no bad reac- friends and trying to renewone's
tion from Jesuits during the pro- acquaintance with God."
Zionism racism.
conversion and anti-semitism.
A few friendships were strain"That a person would respond ject.
Of the project in general
ed.
with concern over the possible
All students interviewed Jacobovitz said, "There is no
Blackburn said that a friend of conversion of a co-religionist is agreed that the project had been technique that Ihave used over
hers exchanged "blastingly something a member of any worthwhile and often surprising. the years that makes an impact
on the student as this project
significant glances" with another religious group would do. The
person in an elevator when a critical question is, how do I
"ONE OF the things that does. There is no question that
member of the class said the respond? Do I respond with bothered me the most was what it's head and shoulders way
word "rabbi." Erickson stated rational arguments or as a was happening inside of me," above justa straight termpaper."

Letters to the editor
how the judicial board can rule legislation: for example, we must
on the contested seat when it outlaw banking and lending indoesn't even have full stitutions.
To the editor:
membership. The consequences
Ex 22:24-5: "If you lend
Iwould like to suggest to Mr.
of
this can stretch even further. money
Carl Garreson, who quoted Exto any of my people, to
question
might
One
even
any
poor
odus 21:12 in defense of the
man among you, you
whether the deadline was extendplay the usurer with
death penalty, that he complemust
not
legally.
ed
To the editor:
him:
must
not demand inyou
ment his reading of the Old
On behalf of the ASSU, I The responsibility stillremains terest from him."
Testament with a reading of the
candidate,
the
individual
to
would like to apologize to on
Gospels.
Of course we must immediateLeonard Young, Chris Bohan, find out everything he needs to
In Mt 5:20-26 we read that
election. ly closethat storein the Universiknow
about
the
Randy
Rich
Morse
and
Grotem
Beatitudes,
after teaching the
for the unfortunate cir- Leonard Young in his challenge ty district that caters to
among which we find one about
surrounding the to senate seat #1 asks. "Was it an witchcraft (Ex 22:17: "You must
cumstances
mercy, Our Lord takes the very
primary
election
of Tuesday, honest or deliberate mistake?"
not allow a sorceress to live.")
same idea cited by Mr.Garreson
him,
think
I
can
answer
it
for
I
Nov. 18.
and burn the members of the
and looks at it in the light of the
it
honest
mistake
that
was
an
The
events
the
eleven covens in Seattle.
preceding
New Law which teaches a higher
could have happened to anyone.
primary were as follows:
Incidentally, Carl,
justice, that of mercy and parThe sign-ups for the election There wasno conspiracy to keep you are single andhaveInoassume
intendon.
were to run from Thursday(Nov. him or anyone else from the tion of marrying, since one such
What worries me about Mr.
duty
Theindividual
has
a
6th) to Friday (Nov. 14th). But senate.
as yourself, faithful to the Word
Garreson's remark is that it is
due to extenuating cir- to stay up to date on the filings, of God, wants to be saved and
indicative of an unconscious
cumstances, they were extended to see whohis opponents will be,
negative attitude in modern
especially in this case, where an consequently are well aware of
until Monday the 17th.
Rev 14:3-4:
society which, under the rubric
Jim Walker, ASSU president, appointment was filled.
of exposing the truth, leads only
senate
hope
Iwould
that the
"There in front of the throne
had been interviewing students
to destruction rather than
tomake an appointment rewrite theelection code to make they were singing a new hymn in
inorder
positively developing man's
to a vacantsenateseat.Jim made it more reasonable and to assure the presence of the four animals
responsibility, creativity and
his appointment on Friday(Nov. that these mistakes are not made and the elders,ahymn thatcould
freedom as expressed in the
14th). That afternoon he con- again. But at the same time Ido be learned only by the hundred
Beatitudes.
tacted
the people who had not feel that invalidation of seat and forty-four thousand who
Sincerely,
applied
for the appointed seat HI is proper action. Mr. Morse had been redeemed from the
Morris,
S.J.
Fr. George
and told them that they could wona convincing victory andthe world. These are the ones who
come into the ASSU office on voters (at that, a much larger have kept their virginity and not
Monday (the 17th) to signup. At turnout than usual) placed their been defiled by women."
To the editor:
To the editor:
I have found that the this point, as director of elec- faith in him, he should beallowLet's you and I
make sure Billy
Great going.
procedures of running for office tions, Icould have refused to let ed to take his seat.
big
Graham
has
a
turn-out next
Itotally support your right to at S.U. is a disgrace to the these people sign up due to the
Joe Straus, seat #5 spring so that thereal
meaning of
pressure
resist the
of the electorial process.
fact that the deadline of Friday
spread.May
the
Bible
can
be
we
authoritarian hierarchy. The
Iwas not givenenough time to the 14th had been set. In all
could campaign for Nixon for
Spectator has the constitutional prepare a proper campaign for fairness to those people who had
President in '76?
right of freedom of the press. running against Morse.
applied for the vacant seat Ilet To the editor:
George Jeannot
Unless I'm mistaken the presito
sign-ups
be extended
Iwas informed the Friday the
A "reader" is a person
dent does not ownthe schoolnor before the primary electionthat I Monday the 17th.
employed by a teacher or departhas he been granted secular would be permitted to run for a
On Friday (14th) Leonard ment for correcting and usually
privilege of changing con- senate position. I was en- Young and Rich Morse werethe grading papers and tests. The
stitutional freedoms to meet his couraged by a member of the only people signed up for senate competencyof the reader may or
whims.
senate to run for one of theother seat one. They were told that the may not be of good quality.
Carol Hakala seats because it would be almost sign-ups had been extended to
If there is to be concern for the To the editor:
Graduate Student impossible to run against Morse Monday and that there was the quality ofeducation on this camMy sincere thanks to all
possibility that they could be in pus, Iwish to pose a question to members of the S.U.community
and win.
Ichose to run for position the primary.
the students of this University. I for participating in the Fast for
When Leonard came into the wouldnot be surprised tohear of the Hungry. Approximately 300
number one against theadvice of
To the editor:
the senate member who advised office on Monday,he and Rich the employment of readers at students and faculty fasted under
Iwas appalled at Fr. Ryan's me. The daybefore the primary Morse were still the only people U.W., but it is not what Iexpect sponsorship, 110 students
recent attempt to prepare the at the ASSU office Iwas told I signed-up. Sometime between of this campus. If 1 wanted to specified that the money from
Spectator staff for journalism in didn't have to runin the primary the time that Leonard was in the participate in a grade factory, I their SAGA meals be converted
the "real world" and Ibeg to because there were only two office and 4:30 p.m.ChrisBohan would go to U.W.Iwas surprised to dollars for international and
differ with him on two points: students running for the senate and RandyGrotem signedup. At to find two instances of this local food relief, andmembers of
that bringing pressure to bear on seat,myself and Morse. Tuesday the fault of the ASSU, Leonard practice on this campus, con- the Jesuit and lay-faculty made
the staff is "education" for the while going to vote,Ifound Iwas was not contacted that he would sidering the tuition and the similar contributions. 73 attendreal world, and what he in the primary along with four be in the primary. None of the student-teacher ratio.
ed the rice and tea meal which
demonstrates as his role at Seat- other students. Was it anhonest candidates had time to prepare
While the reader method is concluded the 30 hour fast.
for the primary.
tle University.
or deliberate mistake?
understandable in cases in which
Off-campus students and
The idea that exercising
Due to this problem Iam strictly objective answers are dorm students, faculty
Ifeel it is the duty of the
and staff
suggesting
judicial
board,
publisher pressure is "education" director of student activities to
to the
given, the use of this system for have mobilized behind
this
to prepare them for the "real assure an equal chance for all which will be meeting this week, work which requiresassimilation
Many
crucial
issue
of
our
times.
seat
ridiculous,
world" is
and the applicants to have an ample that the election for senate
of material and personal reflecasked that weinitiate intervalue of this "education" is high- amount of time to prepare for a one be declared invalid. If the tion on the topic is to be have
disciplinary courses withcontent
judicial
with
questionable,
especially
campaign
agrees
my
and tobe dulynotified
board
ly
questioned. I would hope that it touching on the food shortage;
on a
Christian campus.
in advance of any changes in suggestion there will be a new is not a prevalent occurrence others have
pressed forresources
primary election on Tuesday, here, but the students have a
Following Fr. Ryan's line of their running ticket.
with
touching on the
content
thinking we should be preparing
ran for the senate Dec. 2nd and a final election on right to know how widespread
The reason I
food shortage; othershave pressThursday,
in
is
I
felt
Dec.
4th.
practice
ourselves for the real world a
that
the senate is not
this
is and the situations ed for resources in the library.
Bob Casey, ASSU V. Pres. in which it is used.
number of different ways than representative of the student
I
my best toaccomplish
body in which includes
Students in the liberal arts bothwilldo
we do now.
goals.
of
those
minorities,
students,
The death penalty has beenremarried
Held should rightly question if
urge all who
I
would
like
enacted,so,insteadof givingbad
working students and veterans.
readers are used to correct and have money to
sponsorships
or
for
grades
ought
we
grade their work. One is led to
students bad
to
If this is the way the To the editor:
other contributions to turn them
hang them. (It makes a wonder- democratic process is practiced
question
meaning
the
of
a
Fall quarter senate elections
in at the office of the viceful deterrent.) The ASSU on S.U.s campus then Ican see are over, but the question of "grade" for such a class. The president
for students by Dec.
why the student body and the invalidating one of those elec- relationship between studentand
senators ought to takebribes and
It
will
CROP to ship
Ist.
interests;
teacher,
at
cannot
special
hierarchy
the
S.U.
com- tions has been raised. The
which I
have found tobe wheat fromallow
cater to
western Washington
municate,
for there can be no possibility of invalidating the vital to the educational process, to Bengladesh
ROTC cadets ought to sneak
Peru,and will
over and ravage U.W.s cadets; communication
without election for senate seat #1,where should always be cultivated in increase the and
supply of
food
and Students for LIFE could representation.
Morse was declared the the liberal arts Held, and Neighbors in Need locally. TarRich
really getinto the swingof things
Although I
did not survive the winner, has created a split of something which undermines
of the U.N. Developby pushing hard drugs to raise primary Iwill never cease in opinion in the senate and sharp that relationship should not be zie Vittachi
Program has said "the cirment
money. This way they could trying to bring about campus questioning of the entire fall tolerated on this campus.
cuitry
place, the current is
Nancy Roux net is in
educate themselves in many real communication.
quarter election. It is no secret
on!"
You
have demonstrated
world ideals: transgression ofthe
Because Iam a part of this that the elections were a mess,
people power and helped to
law, showing a great lack of University Iwant to contribute numerous mistakes were made,
channel needed energy to the
respect for human life,and being in some way in helping with the but none of those weredeliberate
hungry, whoselives dependon it.
hypocritical all in one shot.
problems ofcommunication that or part of some conspiracy.
To the editor:
Happy Thanksgiving,
Golly gee, Carl Garreson (exRich Morse won a decisive
Don Foran, S.J.
victory in both the primary and cuse my profanity, but I'm sure
general election and if the race as broad-minded a person as
Published Thursdays during the Ad Manager
Mike Heaton
were run over the results would yourself will excuse my use of
school year except on holidays and Professional Adviser . Bob Campbell
remain the same. To hold those words in the midst of my
during examinations by SeattleUniver- Faculty
sity. Edited by S.U. students with
another election would place a excitement after reading your
Moderator. Fr. Emmett Carroll. SJ.
LET US HELP YOUPLAN
Regina Barkley,
editorial and business offices at 825 Reporters
hardship on all the candidates letter in last week's Spectator), it AHEAD TO BECOME A C PA
Aye.,
Brown,
10th
Seattle WA 98122. Second
Suzanne Bradley, Timothy
involved. The question also per- certainly is great to hear that we
class postage paid at Seattle,
Susan Burkhardt, Gary Carlton,
Washington. Subscription: $4.50 a
Casey Collins, Kevin Donohoe,
sists whyonly that one election? have at least one student on this
year, close relatives, alumni, $3.50;
Virginia Grosso, Hamamiti, Jean
Why not invalidate all those campus who is going to the right
REVIEW
Canada, Mexico, $4; other foreign adKohlman. Gordon McHenry,Jeannie
involving
a primary or why not place to find answers resolving
dresses, $6.25; airmail in the U.S., $9.
Murray, Glenn Nelson, Carl
today's
problems.
complex
the entire election.
Oreskovich, Tom Parker, Colleen
Editor
Nathalie Weber
Rahill, Jim Rice, John Wilson.
News Editor
John Sutherland
Now that our legal system is SEATTLE (206) 622-7475
Violations of the election code
Copy Editor
Josephine Mallo Photographers
Regina Barkley,
coming closer to enacting the
enough
were
numerous
to
Associate Editor
Joseph Guppy
Routt,
Boskovich,
Paul
Ann
Mike
throw out the entire election. To defined will of God as expressed
Sports Editor
Ertl, Karen Hignite, Chene Lenz,
Chuck Curtis
Terry Games
Gary McKinney.
Photo Editor
in the Bible, I'm confident that
put it simply theelection was run
Business Manager
Mike Heaton Campus Distribution
Tom Patten
haphazardly. I even question you'll push for some further

negative

freedom

As a result of this situation, 1
think an important question now
faces the University considering
Fr. Ryan's role. In this little
episode he dictated what he
thought ought to be done.Iwas
under the impression that the
University hired him to do a
myriad of jobs involving such
things as improving our financial
status and public image, and to
continue with our academic innovations.
He was to provide the University with his talents to helpus on
our way, not take us by the hand
and push us in the "right" direction.
Iwill offer the idea that Fr.
Ryan ought to withdraw his tentacles, without making himself
less available,so that the various
heads of departments, including
editorial staffs, can do their jobs
as they see fit. This is Seattle
University not Ryan University
and what we need is a president
to provide competent leadership
not abenevolent dictator to command.
Brad Tomhave

exist between theadministration
and the student body at S.U.
Sincerely,
Leonard Young

unfortunate

disgrace

factory

thanks

ryan university

mess

resolving
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Morality, legality not to become synonymous
"There seems to be a problem
with the nature of concepts and
the simple use of words is
critical," were the opening
remarks of The Very Rev. Albert
Moraczewski, president of the
Pope John XXLLL MedicalMoral Research
and
Education Center in St. Louis.
Moraczewski spoke to 40 nursing students, various faculty
members and their friends at the
A.A. Lemieux Library Auditorium last Monday.
Moraczewski holds graduate
degrees in pharmacology and
theology. He is a visiting
professor of ethics at the Baylor
College of Medicine in Houston
and has authored numerous
journal articles including,
"Ethical and moral aspects of the
hopeless unconcious patient."

MORACZEWSKI pointed worthy of a man and to die a
out the importance of the Karen death that is worthy of a human
Ann Quinlan case: morality and being."
legality cannot become synTHE PATIENT has the right
onymous, and there is quite a bit to the best of care, he said, and

of confusion about the two
words.
"What is acceptable morally,
may not be legally acceptable,"
he added.
"Decisions in the medical field
have quantitive data whereas in
an ethical decision you don't
have quantitive statements," he
said. "Itis a judgment,an estimation, and it is hard for people to
make this judgment."
In response to the question of
what conditions can one
withhold the life support systems
for someone who is sick,
Moraczewski replied, "Man is
entitled to live a life that is

pointed out the patientphysician relationship in regard
to the dignity of the human
being. He termed two words:
ordinary and extraordinary
means for keeping the patient
alive.
Theordinary medical methods
that are reasonable have some
hope of benefit to the patient.
The ordinary must not involve
any excessive pain, hardships,
and expenses. The Karen Ann
Quinlan case involves $435 a
day, he said. Extraordinary
means are methods that are not
foolproof, and may cause excessive pain and expenses.

—pkuio by kevin donohue

Fr. Albert Moratzew.iki

Broderick fountain, a scenic prankster's delight
by Susan Burkhardt
"Great blobs of suds whipped
around Pigott," Mrs. Genevieve
Weston, book store manager,
recalled. "They
were the most
glorious suds — four or five feet
high."
These suds, the miracle of a
modern cold-water detergent
and a brand-new return-flow
fountain, blew up the stairs
behind the fountain and landed
in the trees of the upper mall.
In this manner, S.U. students
celebrated the completion of the
Broderick Memorial Fountain
soon after its official dedication
April 3, 1959.

should be associated with its
namesake.
In 1959 the monument stood
out among the newly planted
trees and shrubs, which
represented the work of Raymond "Greengrass"Nichols,S.J.

TODAY IT is dwarfed by the
surrounding vegetation and a
fence, but provides students with
a quiet retreat.
Aesthetically beautiful, the
fountain also has been the object
of numerous student pranks.
It is a favored spot for the
informal initiation ofSPURS by
A Phi O's. While many former
A GIFT of the late Henry SPURS can recall the water's
Broderick, pioneer Seattle temperatureon the night of their
realtor and member of S.U.s initiation, other students will
board of regents for the past 25 remember their screams.
OnSt.Patrick's Day,1960, the
years, the fountain is a memorial
to his wife, Mary.
water of theBroderick Memorial
"Henry Broderick loved foun- Fountain turned a vivid pea
tains," A. A. Lemieux, S.J., green under the influence of a
assistant to the president, said. marine rescue dye. The bust of
"Hehad agreat senseofhistory." Chief Seattle wore a derby hat
Broderick had a bust of Chief and a sign hung aroundhis neck
Seattle included in the monu- saying, "Erin go bragh" or
ment because he believed S.U. Ireland forever.

Turkeys cook their goose
by Kevin Donohoe and Joe Guppy
Thanksgiving has been with us long time.
Originally conceived in the year 520 B.C. by
the great Roman emperor, Craesar
Thanksgivingustibus, a man of fine taste, it
was the revival of an ancient Slavic swamp

festival.

The original festivities featured such
games and activities as a seaweed feed, the
virgin toss, a Richard Nixon look-alike contest, the toilet bowl roll, andone-man-threelegged races. All games were heralded by the
gutsy cry, "Let'sbeat the stuffing out of those
turkeys," the only facet of this ancient festival
which remains to this day.
WITH THAT in mind. The Spectator
gives thanks for the following:
Give thanks to the Bookstore for keeping
a supply of cobweb cleaner and death certificates on hand for the checkstand lines.
Fortunately, while waiting, one can browse
through the record racks. "Bobby Sherman's
Greatest Hits," "Whaling and Sailing Songs
from the Days of Moby-Dick," "Negro Prison
Songs from Mississippi State Prison," and
"Folk Songs from Austria," are currently

available.
Give thanks

for the red-jacketed
gentlemen who perch on the curb in front of
the L.A. building daily. Team leader Boots
Crotch recently proposed a senate resolution
that no unacceptable-looking females be
allowed in that section of the mall between 8
a.m. and noon.

Money awards for
bicentennial writings

Some $100,000 in awards are
GIVE THANKS for Mick Larkin, S.J.,
Awards will be given in three
available
from the Wells Fargo categories. Categories are
vice president for students. What ever Bank in cooperation
with the written essays by people subhappened to those strict drinkingregulations?
Smithsonian Institute for a mitted before their 18th birthDo they apply to Jesuits?
Bicentennial essay contest.
day, written essays by people 18
Give thanks for Plant Management's
Titled "Toward Our Third years old and over and films or
building temperature control which makesan Century," the essay is for all tape recordings.
Brochures giving detailed inArctic parka over bikini briefs the best Americans who wish to submit
possible student attire. The best part is that theirperceptions andrecommen- formation regarding the
dations on areas of human con- Bicentennial Awards Program
you only have to ask them to fix it eight times cern that will help to achieve a can be obtained from the Office
instead of six.
better nationin the thirdcentury. of Minority Student Affairs.
Give thanks to the director of the job
board for dustingoff those cards for jobs that
have been closed for months.
GIVE THANKS for the new security

system now being installed at the Connolly

P.E. Center. The number of muggings and
molestations should plummet. The barbed
wire, laser beams, nerve gas, high voltage
doors and alligator pit should keep those
grade school kids out.
Give thanks for James McGoldrick,S.J.,
who was last seen cleaning his 8.8. gun for
further harrassment of Bellarmine and sur-

[Student jobs available

The following jobs are available through the Career
Planning and Placement office, Bellarmine 113 and 115.
Communication Specialist. ($lO,OOO-12,000 yearly, B.A. in
English, planning, environmental science, closes Dec. 1, local

firm.)
Assistant Basketball Coach. (Negotiable salary, experience
and B.A. required,involves relocation, apply before Dec. 1.)
Planner/ E valuator. ($13,320-15,624, MBA or masters in
public administration, 2 years experience in management
rounding buildings.
informations system, etc., apply by Dec. 1, local firm.)
T.V. Film Editor/Tape Librarian. (Union scale salary, exGIVE THANKS to the TabardInnfor not perience in film editing required.)
ruining anyone else's business.
Program Assistantl/Program for the VisuallyImpared.($619Give thanks for the A. A. Lemieux 792 monthly, typing skills required, apply by today.)
Library that blocks The Spectator's view of EEO Officer 11. ($15,691-20,074, B.A. in social science or
Mt. Rainier.
public administration,3 years experience, apply by Dec. 3.)
Give thanks for the rider board in Chief- Natural Scientist 11. (Biometrics, $1,155-1,474, B.A. innatural
tain. A ride to Lobster Trap, Nova Scotia, for science, 3 years research experience, apply by today.)
Key Punch Operator. ($617-813, closes Dec. 16.)
Christmas 1957 is still available.
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Can schools teach morals in today's society?
by Tom Parker
Is it possible for the school
system to teach morals or values
in today's society? This was one
of the questions raised in last
week's S.U. interface. Doris
Pieroth spoke with John Topel,
S.J., and Elbert M. Beamer on
the topic of "How do weprovide
education and survival ethics in
and beyond the twelfth grade?

PIEROTH, a college
professor anda Ph.D.candidate
in Recent American History
started the symposium by stating
"the education system has
become too functional and
simplistic. It has become too
preoccupied with answers." She
said, "We must no longer focus
on answers but rather begin to
pursue the right questions."
"Theera weareexperiencingis
one of gradual change in the
basic world view," Pieroth said.
"Our schools are caught in the
transitional period and are feeling the pain of letting go. We are
changing from the familiar industrial, technological, scientific, and expertorientated world
view to a new way of knowing,
characterized by values and
quality."
Pieroth said, "In order to survive, our education system must
drop the scientific view. We must
no longer believe that all things
in the world are reducible and
intellectually knowable, that
growth and progress are inevitable and desirable ina world
of plenty, and that the environment is to be consumed and
nature is to be conquered and
subdued.

PIEROTH asked if

this

Senate meeting

change was only going to come
about when the depletion of
resources forces us to realize
how wasteful we are, or will we
be able to change our basic view
of education by changing our
idea of knowledge?
"Will we become at home with
the unexplainable and unknowable in synthesis with the
reality, both rational and experimental? Education must
change," she said. "Education
must start to preparepeople for
freedom and prepare them to
make humane decisions."
Topel, assistant theology
professor at S.U., talked about
education from the theological
point of view.
"Education in a free society is
precisely the place where ethics
and values are taught and the
problems of society are to be
solved," Topel said. "If the
schools don't begin to change
then society will collapse."
He said that we must ask
questions as to whether schools
can teach values: isit possible for
schools to become aware of the
difference between "training"
and "education"? And will the
schools be able to help society
avoid the approaching energy
crisis by changing the persistent
human phenomenon of . greed
and selfishness?

— photoby terry games
James Parry, Fr. John Topel, Doris Pieroth, Elbert Beamer

Topel then added, "Although iversity. Beamer focused his talk the institutionalized education
values cannot be taught,theycan on the question of scientific process, which is really training,
be shown by example. And our knowledge and the lack of quali- we have forced the student to be
teachers must start tolive a value ty in society.
a conformist instead of being
system."
"The failure of our education creative.
"True knowledge is gained by
He continued, "Our society systemis that it sets the scientific
speculation and experience.
will not change through the model on a pedestal," he said.
education system but through
Hedefined the scientific model When the student is placedin an
people living by values with as being these generally un- objective role, then his freedom
other people in a community, questioned theories. Science is to speculate is limited and he is
family, neighbors, schools, etc. knowledge.The role of science is not free. In schools we don't
IN ANSWERING these Eventuallythese circles ofethics to understand. The test of speculate. We learn the results of
questions Topel observed, "as will spread out until it encom- knowledgeisits probability. The others' experimentations.
test of science is its technology.
long as our education system is passes the government itself."
unable by law and statute to deal
"INSTEAD we should tell
"BUT WE never ask the ques- stories and let students
with the question of sin, and
THE FINAL speaker for the
specifically greed, as a forum was Beamer. He is an tion of whether it is good or not. rediscover and subjectify
phenomenon against a backdrop assistant professor of General We have never asked the ques- knowledge,for in trulyexperienof an absolute God, then we will Studies at Western Washington tion of should we go tothe moon cing the student will create his
never be able to come to any State College and holds a Ph.D. or build a nuclear reactor. The own values."
solution to the problem."
inhumanities from Syracuse Un- problem is that when we teach
Inconclusion Beamer said, "If
the sciences we teach thenames. truth is limited to the verification
"We give problems to the of statements about thematerial
students and if they canarrive at world then we have foreclosed
the name or come up with an the whole area of reality which
abstraction then the student we call values, for itis impossible
receives a higher grade,"he said. to 'verify' faith, quality or the
He continued, "Very early in notion of the good."
University,"
WALKER wasn't present to relations for the
explain hisreason for vetoingthe Senator Mike Hacked said in THE yETNA COLLEGE PLAN IS DIFFERENT
request, but Casey said Walker presenting the bill.
felt Spurs budget request wasn't
Ideas for funding theChieftain
No other property can meet your
clarified enough. He also said a renovation and building of a
member of Spurs should have playfield on campus were
financial needs like this truly
been present at the meeting, brought up by Senator Dirk
uniqueLifeInsurance Plan
Casey explained.
Bartram, chairman of the stuSenator Brian Healy com- dent and minority affairs comREX A. LUND
mented that Walker was mittee.
640 Washington Building
irresponsible to veto a bill and
In a committee meeting held
Seattle, Washington 98101
■fiTWi
not appear before the senate to
earlier
in the week Bartram said
292-4340
explain his reasons in person.
adding
hiscommittee discussed
a
The senateallocated $140 for $5
LIFE &CASUALTY
per quartercharge to students'
the mock Democratic conven- tuition
Hartford, Connecticut
Company,
Life
Insurance
/Etna
next
years
for the
ten
to
tion to be held on campus on
March 5 and 6. The money will pay for the two projects.
This would raise $330,000.
cover paper, printing and
postage expenses related to the About $ 150,000 would go for the
Chieftain, the remainder for a
convention.
playfield, Bartram said.
"THECONVENTION will be
Next senate meeting is 7 p.m.
good for selling high school Sunday in the Chieftain constudents onS.U.and goodpublic ference room.

Validity questioned on seat one
by John Sutherland

"I'm asking the judicial board
to declare the election for senate
seat one invalid," Bob Casey,
ASSU first vice president, told
the senate at its meeting Sunday
night.
Casey explained that by last
Friday's candidate sign-up
deadline. Rich Morse and
Leonard Young were scheduled
to meet for senate seat one. This
meant they would not run in a
primary election.
HOWEVER, Casey later extended the deadline for sign-ups
to Monday and told Morse and
Young to check with the ASSU
office then to find out if additional candidates had filed to
make a primary necessary.
Young checked with the
ASSU early Monday afternoon
and no additional candidates
had signed-up at the time, Casey
said. Young went home thinking
there would be no primary the
next day. Later that afternoon,
Randy Grotemand Chris Bohan
also signed up for senate seat
one, making a primary
necessary.

CASEY forgot to inform
Young of this and, as a consequence, Young was unable to
distribute campaign signs.
Youngfiled a formal protest with
the ASSU and Casey admitted
he was negligent.
The judicial board,made up of
three students and Mick Larkin,
S.J., vice president for students,
met yesterday to give an official
ruling on the protest. A primary
willbeheldTuesday and the final
Thursday. Only the results of
senate seat one are affected by
the protest.
Casey also announced a $250
allocation made by the senate
last week to Spurs, sophomore
women's service group,had been
vetoed by Jim Walker, ASSU
president.

P-JTMhI

THE NEW KID

"33300,000

Mid/Week
report

IJiieluimcfl
Scholarships

f

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researchedand compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

Published by
the Office of the Associated Students
every Tuesday morning.
Includes the week's events:
speakers, films, club meetings, and
other important notices.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

11275 Massachusetts Aye., Los Angeles, CA 90025
□Iam enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postageand handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

!

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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Contact the A.S.S.U. office every Friday
afternoon to submit any notices for
publication.

Covello resigns; Students want new union
V.P. office open
ideas to the committee, Bartram
explained.
TO AID in the gathering of
a "really poor" facility. Dirk
Bartram, ASSU senator, said ideas, Bartram and his comrecently.
mittee visited student union
Bartram, chairman of the buildings at the University of
ASSU student and minority af- Puget Sound and Pacific
fairs committee, is heading the Lutheran University Monday
planning for the renovation of afternoon.
The facility at Pacific
the Chieftain, S.U.s student union building.
Lutheran is best, he said.It holds
Before thecommittee can take three time the number of
definite action however,it needs students as S.U.s Tabard Inn,
input from students. Students has plush carpet throughout,
who have transferred from other large game rooms, a dining
schools or seen the facilities of room, rooms for club meetings, a
a bowlother campuses should give their bookstore, pool tables,foosball,
ing alley, t.v. lounge,
pin ball machines and the
building is open all day.
In addition a live band performs nearly every evening, BarTHE PROBLEM of heroin tram added.
addiction in our society is unIN CONTRAST, Bartram
solved for exactly the same
reason, he maintained. In Bri- citedthe Chieftain,which is emptain, addicts receive their daily ty in mid-afternoon. "A better
facility would result in higher
doses at cost from the local use,"
he said.
drugstore, and do not have to
The consensus of the comsteal to support their habit, and
organized crime does not
prosper from enormous drug
profits.
We could do this here and
improve our society, but people
are too concerned with not making things easier for bad people,
he said.
Relating his discussion of
society to his science fiction
works, Herbert recommended
"Are the shark jaws of inflathat we not become locked into tion devouring you?" will be the
one future, at the expense of topic of a speechby Merle Dowd
being able to adapt to new at noon next Wednesday in the
situations and to admit we're A. A. Lemieux Library
wrong. There is not one future, Auditorium. Dowd has earned
but many futures, headded. This the title "the family money man"
idea of many futures and how because of his knowledge of
they change was a major theme financial affairs.
in Herbert's bestseller. Dune.
He currently teaches a perIMAGINE society two hun- sonal financial planning class in
dred years ago, and think of all the evening division of the
the things wrong withitthat they department of continuingeducaweren't aware of, he told the tion at the University of
audience. "This is the way the Washington.
science fiction mind looks at
today," Herbert said.
DOWD WRITESa nationally
It's the science fiction writer's syndicated column of financial
job to expose these things, he affairs that appears in The Seatsaid.
tle Times. He is author of eight
After the talk finished, books now on themarketand his
Herbert discussed science fiction ninth book, "How to Make
with those who stayed after. He More Money From Your
told of his new book to be Crafts," will be published in
published in March, the final February 1976.
segment of the Dune trilogy,
Dowd holds a B.S. in
entitled Children of Dune. This engineering and a master's
work will return to the idea of degree in business administraecology and what happen§ to a tion from Northwestern Universociety when you alter a balanc- sity. He is a registered represened eco-system, he said.
by John Sutherland

Our student union building is

APPLICATIONS for second
Dan Covello, ASSU second
vice president, has announced vice president will be taken next
his resignation from the ASSU week, 2-4:30 p.m. in the ASSU
effective the end of the fall office, second floor Chieftain.
Covello's replacement will be apquarter.
Walker, ASSU
Covello cited babysitting res- pointed by Jim subject
to apponsibilities as the major reason president, and
by
senate.
The
new
proval
the
for his resignation. Since his wife
president
will
be
next
second
vice
returning
to
school
be
will
quarter, Covello said, hisrespon- appointed before Christmas
sibilities to his family will be break. Walker said.
increased. He said he cannot
The position carries an 85 per
meet the demands of both his
scholarship.
family.
cent
ASSU office and his

Writer sees 'many futures'
Frank Herbert, Port Townsend author of the science fiction
classic best seller, Dune, spoke
on the topic of Science Fiction
'76 last Wednesday in the A. A.
Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Many who showed up were
science fiction fans, but Herbert
devoted comparatively little time
to this subject.
As a speech writer for a U.S.
Senator, he learned that the way
to effectively get people to do
something is not to appeal to
their reason, he said. People
usually decide what they want to
think and then come up with
reasons to support their beliefs.
"People will cling to a preferred
illogic," he stated.
Herbert applied this analysis
to the recent elections and the
overwhelmingapprovalgiven by
voters of this state to the death
penalty. There is virtually no
evidence to support it,yet people
continue to come up with logical
reasons for its passage, he said.
Really, (hey are operating according to a revenge motive, even
though many of them don't
realize it themselves, he
suggested.
SOMETIMES it is very
dangerous to try and tell people
what they don't want to hear, he

continued. "When I was a war
correspondent in Vietnam," he
said, "1 had to wait until I got
back to write some of my best
stories." Correspondents were
discouraged fromreporting news
which would be unfavorable to
the U.S.,and four reporters were

even "accidentally" killed, he
said. Manyof the writers were so
insincere that they wrote their
stories from the "five o'clock
Follies," war films shown in the
evening in a plush theatre, he
said.
Regarding solutions to some
of society's ills, Herbert
emphasized that nothing will get
done as longas we continue tobe
preoccupied with who are good
guys and who are bad guys.
WHEN HE was education
editor for the P.1., he encountered a goodexample ofthis
type of thinking, he told the
audience. A group of student
leaders came into his office and
wanted somegood publicity on a
demonstration they wanted to
have to close down a polluting
smokestack.
The students planned to block
the entrance to the factory.
Herbert said he told them that
this would not work because they
would be simply moved out of
the way and would not receive
public sympathy. The thing to do
instead, he told them, is to offer
to collect money throughout the
area to give to the company to
help clean up the pollution.
Then, if the company refused to
help, it would receive bad
publicity, and a successful
demonstration could be organized.
The students refused, because
the factory owners were "evil
men," and should not be helped.
The stack is still polluting today,
said Herbert.

What's happening?

.

. . ROOM RESERVATIONS for the Chieftain conference

mittee is that a entire new
building is needed. However it
may not be realistic in terms of
cost, Bartram said.
At the committee meeting last
week, Mick Larkin, S.J., vice
president for students, suggested
the committee recommend adding a $5 per quarter fee to
student's tuition for the next 10
years.

This would raise $330,000.
could be used for a
renovation project. The rest
could go for an on campus
playfield, Bartram explained.
$150,000

THE MAINideanow is to get
ideas from other students, go to
the architect,have him draw up a
plan and estimate costs,Bartram
said.
Students wishing to giveinput
on the Chieftain project should
attend the regular senatemeeting
at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Chieftain
conference room, the committee
meeting at 2 p.m. Monday in the
Chieftain conference room or
contact Bartram.

Inflation topic
of money expert

tative of Cosse International
Securities, Inc., and also has
worked in the area of financial
and economic analysis for Ford
Motor Co. and Boeing.

Older students' needs discussed
In an effort to include activities for older students, a
group is forming to discuss the
older students' needs and in-

room or any area of the Chieftain building must be scheduled
through the vice president for student's office.
terests.
Present campus activities, acLADIES, HERE'S YOUR CHANCE! The intercollegiate
cording
to Mick Larkin, S.J.,
knights and little sisters,along with the liP Abner gang,present
president
vice
for students, do
a countrified good time from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. next Friday not interest or include older
in game room A, Campion Tower.
students.
"They are completelyleft out,"
Get down to the music of Oscar Wilde and wet your
fall,
this
so
he
said. "There is nothing for
last
chance
with
the
S.U.
folks
your
whistle! It's
them
in particular. Some studown
be
there!
dress
and
Remember girls, there's only 28 shopping days left til

...

dents are working after school
and the things that are happening on campus don't apply to
them."
An older student is difficult to
define, Larkin said. They could
be students over 25, he said. But
there are some students who are
22 years old taking freshman
courses who also would be interested in joining the group, he
added.

"Theycould be people whodid
at S.U. as
said. Older
students attending S.U. don't
have the advantage ofestablished friendships as other students,
he said.
A meeting will be held 1:30
p.m. Monday in Larkin's office,
upper Chieftain. Older students
are asked to attend the meeting
or contact Mary Gilbert.
not start out
freshmen," he

Christmas!

. ..

"BLACK ORPHEUS" is the next offering in the ASSU
classical film series. The film is about a streetcar conductor
who meets a countrygirl running from a mansworn to killher.
The movie's music and color photography is rated among the
best ever put on film.
"Black Orpheus" will be shown at 7 p.m. Wednesday in
Pigott Auditorium. Tickets cost $1 at the door.

. . . FORMER SEARCHERS interested in deepening their
interior life and workingout a format for future retreats should
go to McGoldrick house at 7 p.m. next Thursday. Transportation will be provided from Bellarmine Hall beginning at 6:15
p.m.

. . . THE
SPEECH AND FORENSIC CLUB will meet at
today
in A. A. Lemieux Library, room 112.
noon
. . . ASSU SENATE will meet at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Chieftain conference room.

Club information
alpha kappa psi
Alpha Kappa Psi national
field consultant, J. Patrick Robbins, was on campus Nov. 10 to
evaluate Gamma Omega's
records and performances.
Robbins informed the fraternity of areas for improvement
and about the internal
operations of the national office.
Robbins was taken onacruise
of Lake Union and had a dinner
in his honor at the Wharf
Restaurant. Other guests at the
dinner were Dr. Gerald

Cleveland, dean, school of help in the serving ol commuMcLelland, nion at masses on campus.
business; John

associate

dean,

business; John

school

of

Wilson, past

national president; Robert
Denomy, regional director and
Dick Wilson, alumni chapter
president.

campus ministry
Four S.U. students and two
staff members were installed as
Eucharistic ministers at midnight mass Nov. 16. They will

The students are Bob Casey,
John Shannon, Chris Stevens
and Eileen Sullivan. Staff
members are Allen Lee and
Maureen McGlone.
McGoldrick House, at 17th
Aye. E. and Roy St., is thesite of
Monday,Tuesdayand Thursday
rap sessions. Campus Ministry
staff members are therefrom 7 to
11 p.m. on these evenings. For
more information contact the
Campus Ministry office, 6265900.
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Kay tells Steppenwolf story

arts & entertainment

Asleep at Wheel
swings into gear
by Joe Guppy

the equivalent and things were looking pretty
Village
in New good for us with summer love.
to Greenwich
York and Iwas playing folk and Haight-Ashbury, it was a good
living with this chick who was trip.
Then one day the man came
another folk singer. Imet a
couple members of the and repossessed the station
extravaganza.
Sparrows. They were a group wagon and the people came for
Before the concert The Spec- who hadhada number one hitup the U-Haul and took that away,
tator conducted an interview in Canada. They didn't like their and the record company kept
with the lead singer of lead singer so they kicked him saying that unless we had a hit
Steppenwolf, John Kay.
out. They weregetting intoblues. single that we could not record
Spectator: John,how did you Paul Butterfield was just getting an album. That caused a lot of
big around then.That was whatI friction in the band withone side
get started as a musician?
Kay: Iwas born and raised in was into so they asked me if I saying, unless we do what they
Germany. Rock 'n' roll came to wanted to join. Isaid yes. So I tell us we are never going to get
Germany when I was about moved out of the chick's place anywhere, and Goldy, Jerry and
twelve in the form of Chuck that afternoon and met a guy myself saying that the label
Berry and Little Richard. 1 was who was moving in. His name doesn't know its ass from a hole
across the ocean from where it wasNeil Young.Isplit tojoin the in the ground so we split up.
was all happening but then that Sparrows andhe left about three
Spectator: Did you all go
all changed Imoved to Canada. months later to join the separate ways?
big
'63,
folk Springfield.
there was the
In
Kay: No. Jerry, Goldy and
Spectator: Did things take off
revival then with Peter, Paul and
myself moved back to L.A.and
Mary. Iwas into folk for a while from there?
Kay: No, as the Sparrow, we about a year later we got together
then Idrifted into black country
blues, like Robert Johnson.
stayed inCanada for about three with two other guys and formed
we got our
Ifinished high school and I months and 1 kept telling them Steppenwolf, after
previous
from
the
label.
release
wasjust
to
New
York
and
that
this
not
where
it
was
moved down
Spectator: How did you
started playing coffeehouses and happening. Itold them that the
that sort of thing. Ifinally went onlyplace to go was to L.A.The choose the name Steppenwolf?
out to California and stayed out first place we went was to New
Kay: It was chosen for us.
there for a year.Iwas learning a York and started playing discos.
we formed Steppenwolfin
When
cool,
stuff,
just
picking
up
They
it
lot of
were
they didn't care '67, none
of us had a name that
they
intended what we played as long as
from other musicians. I
we
were
all jumping around
it,
they
dance
to
didn't
to go to UCLA and take music could
about,
producer who
and
and folklore but they wanted to hassle us about top forty. Even- had read theour
suggested it.
book
said,
this,
screw
and
we
tually
stick me with advanced
we
anything
had
better
None
of
us
trigonometry and so Isaid, later went out to L.A. We played a
itcame
time
for
us
to put
so
when
myself
army
couple
an
of
bars
but
then
there
got
on that. I
tape
name
on
a
to
suba
down
changes
of were a few riots that shut down mit,
duffle bag, couple of
we went with it.
levis, a vinyl bag for my guitar the whole trip.
Spectator: What happened
It has been a goodname for us.
and Ihit the road. Ihitchhiked
good and itlooks good
from
L.A.
to
the
East
then?
Itsounds
around
Kay: We had to eat, man. We in print. Consequently, some of
coast up to Canada and generally
just hung out.
heard that things were happen- the bandmembers read thebook
Spectator: What made you ing up in Frisco, so we went up but Ido not think that it would
settle down?
there. When we got there we have made any difference, it is
Kay:Well, Imovedback up to started playing places like the just a name that sounds better
Canada, Yorkville
Village, Fillmore Ballroom and theMatri than something like Battery
Operated Crab Grass. To some
people it may be symbolic but
that isn't why we have the name.
Spectator: For about three
years at the end of the sixties,
Program highlights for KCTS Channel 9. public televi- your group called for radical
change reflecting a lot of the
sion, willbe listedin the Spectator regularly.
ideals of the counter-culture
Sunday, Nov.30
revolution. How do you feel your
to anabrupt
love
comes
"Conflict"—
After
a
affair
Masterpiece
9p.m.
Theatre: Notorious Woman:
music is affecting people today?
Marie
Dorval.
George's
relationship
an
with
the
actress
Ueorge
develops
intense
end.
Sand
reputationbecomes evenmorenotorious afterher book "Lelia,"onthe subject ofsex, is published.
Kay: Idon't think that our
10 p.m. The Ascent of Man: "World Within World"- -After a visit to anancient Polish salt mine. music is affecting anybody. I
He
traces the history ofthe menand ideas
at
the
worldinside
the
atom.
Jacob
Bronowski
looks
Dr.
that have made twentieth century physics "the greatest achievement of the human imagination." don't mean that somebody else's
music is. I just feel that rock
Monday,Dec. I
t p.m.InPerformance at Wolf Trap Singer Dionne Warwick performs 18 songs,including"! Say music has reverted back to the
a Little Prayer." "Alfie" and "Do You Know the Way to SanJose?" The concert, introduced by way it used to be in the fifties,
opera star Beverly Sills, was produced at Wolf Trap Farm Park for theperforming arts, outside
when people listened for escape
Washington. D.C.
and
entertainment.
mastectomies
describe
their
undergone
host
as
six
women
whohave
Why
Me? Lee Grantis
9 p.m.
physical and emotional experiences during the process ofcancer discovery, surgery and recovery.
The
late sixties were a time
The program also provides aneasily followed demonstration of self-examination.
when,
because
ofeconomics and
Tuesday, Dec. 2
living standards being what
J:3O p.m.Rivals ofSherlockHolmes: "Anonymous Letters"— Dagobert Trostler iscalledin by the the
Countess Tildi Leys and theCountess Nadha to siscover whois sending them anonymousletters. they were, people were not quite
He pursues to search to find the woman he lovesis out to destroy his closest and dearest friend. as worried about making ends
9:30 p.m. Monty Python's Hying Circus— A couple visits a very strange restaurant, historical meet like they are today.
characters do impersonationsand a police fairy story.
by Tom Parker
PARTI
Last Friday night an old rock
group, Steppenwolf, came to
Seattle and along with Savoy
Brown and Argent put ona rock

Toronto, which is

"Swinging the blues" says vocalist Ray Benson in the
middle of "Roll 'Em Floyd," the bouncy country-swing lead
number on side two of Texas Gold, the latest album from
Asleep at the Wheel."
Well-swung blues, formed by putting a rolling up-beat on
standard 12-bar blues and interspersing burst of big-bandstyle
horns, is the reason this album is gaining for Asleep at the
Wheel a measure of popularity. Forties-styleswingis currently
much in vogue, mainly because nobody can think of anything
original these days.
BUT ONE can't complain too much about the revival of
the music of Billie Holliday and Glenn Miller,even ifit implies
the stagnation of rock, because, boy that swing sure sounds
fine.
One-half of Texas Goldis swing. "Roll'Em Floyd" is the
best, with a fine line-up of horn, guitar and piano solos. Floyd
Domino,from whose name one assumesthe song's titlecomes,
playes excellent,snappy piano on this song and throughout the
album. "Roll 'Em Floyd" also features some sweet trumpet by
Bobby Wommack.
"Bump Bounce Boogie," whichis getting a decent amount of
FM airplay, has lively female vocals by Chris O'Connell and
more snappy piano by Domino. "Trouble in Mind," the most
country influenced swing tune, features twangy pedal steel
guitar (a necessity for country) and lively fiddle.
But what about the other half of the album? You may be
sorry you asked. Upon first playing the album, after beebopping through "Roll 'Em Floyd," Iwas shocked and
horrified to hear the twangof "Tonight the Bartender is onthe
Wrong Side of the Bar." It's straight country.

YES, YOU read right pal, Isaid STRAIGHT COUNTRY.
Not country-rock like Crosby, Stills and Nash or country-folk
like Arlo Guthrie — youcan't back out that way— but straight
down-home country music.
And we all know what a beatingcountry music has taken
recently, in the movie "Nashville"and in damning statements
from several top jazz musicians. Why would Asleep at the
Wheel throw out all those album sales?
Because they have integrity. The country on this album
soon grows on you and serves to remind one that the music of
Hank Williams and Doc Watson is no more represented by
KAYO than the music of The Beatles and Eric Clapton is
represented by K.JR and KING. After a few listenings one is
straw-chawing and hee-hawing right along with the band.
Chris O'Connell does a tearful job on "Nothin' Takes the
Place of You," a nice sad song which would be genuinely
effective with less ridiculous lyrics. "I read your letters one by
one /And I'll still love you when it's all said and done."
Of course the complaint can be made that the entire album
is unoriginal. This argument is pretty valid. Like many groups
today, Asleep at the Wheel has a lot of talent and not much
imagination. But excellently-done old standards are always

appreciated.

Fine Arts to present
Christmas concert

here's nine

Wednesday, Dec. 3
8p.m. InheritanceIhis special program traces thelong,bitter struggle ofworkers against economic
exploitation.The film portrays the mass demonstrations,picketing, sit-ins,violence anddeath that
occurred before the conflict wasresolved in the legislative halls and across the bargaining tables.
10 p.m. Say Brother: National Edition: "Middle Passage" -The Caribbean was often astopping
point for unloading slave ships fromAfrica. This trip across the Atlantic Ocean becameknown as
the "middle passage." Say Brother examineshow black Americandescendents of these slavesand
white Americans have come to grips with their heritage.
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Thisconcludes part one.Next
week look for parttwo when Kay
explains why he left the group,
how they got back together and
what hismusic was allabout then
and now.

Fr. Kevin Waters, concert director
ENSEMBLE,
To begin the holiday season,a
THE
concert featuring Christmas comprised of both music and

musical selections will be
presented by the S.U. fine arts
ensemble, under the direction of
Kevin Waters, S.J.
The concert will beheld Tuesday at noon, Wednesday at 8
p.m. and Thursdayat noon and 8
p;m. at the A. A. Lemieux
Library foyer. Evening concerts
have been arranged for the first
time, to draw more off-campus
students. Waters said.

nonmusic majors in voice and
orchestra sections, will present
traditional and selected Christmas songs. Old favorites include
"O Holy Night," "O Little Town
of Bethlehem," "Angels We
Have Heard on High," and
"Away in a Manger."
The ensemble will also perform at the Sunset Club and the
Washington Athletic Club on
Dec. 9 and 10.

Curtis' Comer
The championship intramural flag football game was
played last Thursday night and the Brewers won their fourth
straight title by virtue of a 20-8 win over Heimskringla. The
same two teams battled for the title last year, the Brewers
winning that one in overtime by a 12-6 tally.
In the two teams only meeting this year, a practice game
wascancelled early in the second half when agang fight almost
took place. Let's say emotions were high for Thursday's
contest.

THE BREWERS received the opening kickoff, and on
their first play from scrimmage, quarterback Jack Calabrese
found tailback Bobby Johnstone behind the Heimskringla
zone, and the Brewers were up 6-0 on the 55 yard play.
Heimskringla got the ball and on their first scrimmage play a
Nelson Javanillo pass floated just over the fingertips of Nick
Arato, halfback, and it was picked off by Calabrese who ran
virtually unmolested into the end zone. The Brewers passed for
the extra points, and before Heimskringla knew it they were
down 14-0 with only three minutes gone in the half.
The rest of the first half was uneventful, withneither team
threateningand the majority of the action taking placearound
midfield.

JUST AS the teams were ready to return to the gridiron,
the lights at Broadway field went out, an act of the devil, no
doubt. After the lights were turned on,the Brewers kicked off.
On Heimskringla's second play from scrimmage, Javanillo
found flanker Pat Chingbehind everybody on the Brewers five.
Ching grabbed the ball and dove into the end zone. Jimmy
Gilbaten ran in the ballfor two, and Heimskringla was back in
the game, 14-8.
On the Brewers next possession they began to march,but
on a Calabrese bomb, cornerback Ken Zeringer made a fine
interception and returned it 25 yards, to the Heimskringla 30.
The Brewer defense held, however, and after taking the ball
back, scored on another Calabrese pass to an unidentified
receiver. The play covered 15 yards, and clinched it for the
Brewers. Heimskringla was forced to play catchup, but the
Brewers held them scoreless, to make the finaj score 20-8.
THE GAME was extremely well played by both squads.
The Brewers jumped off to that quick lead, and despite threats
by Heimskringla wereable to hang on totheir early advantage.
Jack Calabrese played a fine game for the Brewers,as did Bim
Prince, Frank Vena and Bobby Johnstone. The Brewers had a
fine rush throughout the night, led by Vena, Prince and Dave
Junding, who played very well at defensive end. The Brewers
played a good game, and certainly deserved their fine victory.
Face it, they are good.
On the other hand, Heimskingla never quit after giving up
those two quick scores. The defense gave the Brewers a bad
time all night long, save two touchdown plays. The rush led by
Will Castro and Craig Ives was good all night and Alan Vegas
pulled many excellent flags from his linebacking position.
In the secondary, Scan Hardy playedvery well,cutting off
sweepsand playing tough pass defense. Zeringer's interception
was the nicest I've ever seen all year. Heimskringla played
good, tough hard-nosed football. The Brewers were better. It
was a fine game. Clean as any I've played in. It typifies what
intramurals should be all about.
BOTH TEAMS had fun, both teams complemented
each other on good plays, andit was good football. In a game
like that, neither team loses, not meaning to take away from the
Brewers win. Nobody went away mad. Iwent away disappointed, but still glowinga little inside,realizing that Iactually
had fun losing. Not a lot, mind you, but a little. It wasa good,
clean,fun ball game.Ihope there aremore likeit in the future.
But enough about drug abuse. The Sonics have cut
Rodney Derline. That is bum. Bill Russell said it was because
his knee never came around,but you wonder. Derline is a fine
basketball player, and it's a shame to see him go. Againhe is in
the shadow of Oleynick. Rodney is talented, and can fill a
basket like few I've ever seen. Ithink a shooter like that could
be valuable to the Sonics. Why not get rid of John Hummer
instead. Anyway, the best of luck to the Elma Rifle. Ihope he
gets picked up on waivers. If not, well maybe the Sonics will
find space for him once more.

Since this is Thanksgiving week, The Spectator sports
page will sponsor the first annual S.U. turkey shoot. I
ask that
anyone interested should refer the name of any turkeys to me
up here at The Spectator. After receiving the name, we will go
shoot him,her or it, whatever the case may be. The eventwill be

santioned by the APAFLT (American Pilgrims Asking For
Less Turkeys). Get those cards and letters rolling in.
Good day, and go stuff your birds.

Connolly renovation begun
Constructionisnow underway card. This is for the student's won't be admitted. Once people
get used to this, the facility will
be super. Any University community member will be able to
come in without the fear ofbeing
intimidated or ripped off. The
"We know it will be in- Connolly Center will be geared
"more comfortable for the
students, faculty and staff. The convenient for the student at the totally toward the University, we
student will be able to use the start," he said, "but he must want to make itcomfortable for
facilities over here without being remember his i.d. card or he the students to come over."
intimidated by outsiders."
The construction crew has
been working for about two
weeks now. Henderson hopes the
new entrance will bereadyby the
start of winter quarter.
The present entrance will be
knocked out. A wall will be built
S.U. Chieftains will open the both look like qualtiy
a few feet from the existing glass
basketball
doors at the entrance. The en- Saturday at season at 8 p.m. ballplayers.
the Hec Edmundson
S.U. students areencouraged
trant will go left to a glass enthey
face
to
support the team at the openPavilion
where
will
the
cased booth where theattendant University
of Washington ing game.
will take his/her i.d. card and
present the individual with a Huskies.
Tickets must be purchased at
combination pin and tag.
THE PIN must be put on the the athletic department ticket
individual's clothing and be office at the Connolly P.E.
worn at all times whilehe is in the Center fort c game. Theymay be
center.The tagattached to itmay purchased for $2 with S.U. i.d.
Despite a low student turnout
be used to check out equipment,
The Chiefs open at home,
towels, etc. When the individual
Washington State of some 40 persons who cheered
hosting
the
leaves, he gives his pin and tag Cougars in
the S.U.all-star football team
an8 p.m.game Tues- onGonzaga,
everyone seemed in
back to the door attendant, who day at the Seattle
at
Center
Arena.
will return the i.d. card. The Students will be admitted free. good spirits throughout the
main door will be automatically
weekend Spokane trek, Brian
Healy, intramural sports direccontrolled by the attendant
THE COUGARSboast 6'l I", tor, said.
behind the glass partition.
Henderson stresses that 255 pound Steve Puidakus who
"The trip was great," he said.
cooperation from the University is a fine shooter and a rugged "Everyone had a great time.
community is extremely impor- rebounder. The team is coached When the buses left Seattle, the
tant. He feels that though the by the volatile GeorgeRavelling. people in the bus were optimistic
students may be inconvenienced Norton Barnhill and Marty because of their small numbers.
by thenew policy,it will show its Giovacchigive the team theabili- It turned out that there were
ty to fill the hoop. The team is several people in the bus who got
benefits in a short time.
THE DIRECTOR felt that good andwill give the S.U.squad them in good spirits. They were
this change in the center would a tough way to go infront of the just raring to go when they arrivdefinitely benefit S.U. students. home-opening crowd.
ed."
"We'll be able to hand out good
GUARDS,
AT
the Huskies
equipment, give out locks and
FRIDAY night when buses
not have to worry about them have 64" Clarence Ramsey and left for Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
being destroyed or stolen. It's 6'o" Chester Dorsey. Dorsey is a students enjoyed the change in
been embarrassing to put out the flashyplayer who has been prone state legal drinkingage. "Friday
equipment we have been for the to careless errors in past years night was big drinking," Healy
past year, but everything we had but has great potential. Ramsey said. "Saturday night was only
wouldbe ripped off orruinedin a is a superbshooter whocan jump moderate."
few days, and most of this dam- and has good inside moves. The
Several parties were held at
mage was done by outside Husky bench is also deep. The Gonzaga Saturdaynight,he addgroups, and individuals who team is expected to challenge ed.
didn't evenbelongin the Connol- UCLA for the PAC-8 crown.
Accommodations for the trip
ly Center in the first place,"
The Chieftains are an un- were comfortable, Healy said.
Henderson said.
known quantity. The team has
The football game was close,
Concerning individuals who talent, but it is young and green with Gonzaga winning in overwere let in back doorsby friends, asits preview gameshowed.This time, 19-13. "S.U. tied in the last
or people whosimply threatened year's bright spots have been the two minutes of the game with a
to do physical harm to the atten- fine play of freshman Clint pass from Jack Calabrese to
dant, Henderson said he feels the Richardson and the leadership Brian Healy," Healy said.
new entrance will ;ut an end to demonstrated by junior guard
this practice. He feels that 90 per Buck O'Brien. The mystery is the
BEFORE the group headed
cent of the vandalism at the front line, where more points back to Seattle, there was only
Connolly Center is caused by must be scored. The weight is on one complaint, Healy said.
people who shouldn't even be in the shoulders of the returningbig
"They regretted getting up
the building.
men— Reggie Green, Carl Sunday morning. It was a long
BY IMPLEMENTING these Washington, Jerry Lee, Kevin grueling night, and everyone was
new security measures, he said, Suther— and the newcomers — pretty tired. It was the pressure
the facility will be more comfor- James Day and Jim Low — who of the weekend.
table for the S.U. family. The
ultimate goal of the administration, Henderson said, is for the
facilities at Connolly to be used
entirely by the University
students, faculty and staff, with
no need for outside interest
That NURSING STUDENTS who enroll in
groups.
Army ROTC areeligible for full-tuitionscholBrand-new equipment will be
arships
available to students when the
and may be commissioned as officers
centerconstructionis completed.
in the Army Nurse Corps upon graduation.
New basketballs and volleyballs
can bechecked out, andracquetThat college students in Army ROTC can volball racquetscanberented. Since
recovered,
unteer for PARACHUTE TRAINING during
the equipment can be
it is possible to maintain quality.
the summer and qualify for the silver wings
HENDERSON stressed that
of
an Airborne Paratrooper at Fort Benning,
the Connolly Center renovation
Georgia.
is being done so that the University people willbe comfortable in
the facility. No person will be
That Army ROTC graduates begin their first
allowed in without a current i.d.
job after receiving their diplomas at a salary
to build a new entrance to the enjoyment inside the center, he
Connolly P.E.Center.
said. Henderson says heis willing
According to Jack Henderson, to keep the center open 24 hours
director of the center, themove is a day ifstudent interest warrants
designed to make the facility it.

Chiefs to face Dogs,
Cougars for openers
Gonzaga trip
was eventful

DID YOUKNOW..?
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of $10,891 per year plus free medical and
dental care.

LEARN NOW ABOUT THE
NEXTCPA EXAM

REVIEW
SEATTLE (206) 622-7475

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE PROFESSOR OFMILITARY SCIENCEIN THEROTCBUILDING
ON CAMPUS, PHONE

626-5775.
ENRICH YOUR
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
WITH ARMY ROTC
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Little conversation Center aids major selection
at art congress
by Suzanne Bradley
To gauge awareness, use and
opinions of student services, the
administration and office of the
provost distributed a questionnaire to various students and
faculty members last week.
An item on the questionnaire
was the Counseling and Testing
Center, an advisement and
counselingstaff headed by David
K. Elder, located in Pigott 502.
"THE PRIMARY function is
to see the student, help him
decide a major and provide a
battery of good empirical tests,"
Elder said. The center helps the

student decide "are you like
women who are good in nursing."
The most helpful serviceis the
data and probabilities that
predict whether a student will
like the major he is considering.
Unlike the Career Planning and
Placement Office that helps the
student competein a jobmarket,
the Counseling and Testing
Center helps a student find a
major first.
ELDER, inresponding to why
so few students are aware of the
center, said they "insisted on
being a low-profilegroup." This

is because of the "dilemma of a
small staff of two people," he
said. The center is booked solid
with student appointments. If
advertised, it would have more
students than it could handle.
Students that do come to the
center are usually referred by
friends who have used the
counseling services.
With the results of the
questionnaire and with longrange perspective, the center
hopes to increase its small staff.
Then advertisement can be
stepped up to handle students
sufficiently, he said.

Bicycle trail ready for 1976
The TransAmerica Bicycle

camp out on the way. Riders who included. Less costly options are
register with Bikecentennial will also available,
path, is being readied for the receive guidebooks and maps.
More information is available
Bicentennial by an organization
Cost can range up to $600 for by writing Bikecentennial '76,
called Bikecentennial '76.
the cross-country trip, with three P.O. Box 1034, Missoula,Monmeals
a day and overnight stops tana 59801.
The group has worked on
selecting a trail that will provide
a look at historic and rural
America at the same time, a
spokesman said.
The trail selected parallels or
crosses the Oregon trail, the
Continental Divide trail, the V
Lewis and Clark trail, the Santa
phone contacts, etc. Contact V.A.
Fe trailand theChisholm trail.It ■■■■HVfHBHBM|^HH|H Guidance Center. Extension 6675 or
■BHHI^HMMMi
also goes through colonial
work-study desk.
Virginia, the Ozarks and the $100 per month. College man to do
towel
in
laundry
prestige
apartment
'
*
Great Plains— 4,3oo miles total.
Trail, America's longest bike

— photo by kirk mylius „

.
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Barbara Salisbury

Classifieds

J

"The Romanians are well fed, warmly dressed, obviously
cared for. Why is it when walking in the streets of Bucharest,
—
thereis almost no sound to be heard no laughter, no talking?
Why are eyes downcast and faces unsmiling?" asked Barbara
Salisbury, aesthetics director at S.U.
buildings. Afternoons or evenings
$$$!?$!£
iSSBsl^L^I
Salisbury recently spent two weeks attending an Arts in
Monday through Friday. Can study
Telephone Sales Work
the time Inbeautifully lighted
FOR PEOPLE not up to that half ofappointed
Education Congress in Romania. She returned to the United
In °"r downtown office near 4th
and
room. Close S.U.
distance,
Bikecentennial
also
States concerned over the lack of communication that took
and Union (good bus service) partoffers shorter trips. The shortest Phone 624-0787.
time; 5-9 p.m.; hourly salary and
place between the Romanians and the art representatives.
trip is 12 days, the cross-country Wanted one or more female students bonus; $2.25-3. Must have mature
to work with a handicapped student voice. 623-4683.
trek lasts 82 days.
on campus. $2 per hour. Call 626"THE FIFTY of us from the U.S. who were invited to
Bicyclists
ride with a 6477.
Absolutely any stereo components
attend the congress were led to believe there wouldbe dialogue group led bycan
*r
a BikecentennialWORK-Need work- for le8» monev at St ?° Co;°P;
arid discussion about the various aspects of the arts and the trainedleader and stay at hostels PART-TIME
new
sealed
and fully
factory
study person, 15 hours per week at $3
relationship of the arts to society,"Salisbury said. "When, after the group has developed, called per
hour, usually 3-6 p m., but some gu««nte«l equipment Call (or leave
for) Rick at Slereo Co'
op
a few days of high protocol, official speeches and formal bike-inns. The other option is to flexibility at difficult times. Must be 3Z5~°'a*L
0B
at
any
pace
desired and able to type from dictaphone, make
presentations, opportunity for such dialogue was not ride
forthcoming, the American delegation became noticeably
restless and annoyed."
She explained that after one concert a young Romanian
teacher asked to talk to one of the delegates.
"This was the opportunity we had waited for, so— a group
formed. The teacher excitedly went to her superior only to
return with tears in her eyes. Permission to talk was denied,"

"

-

"" -

Salisbury said.

THE DELEGATES then learned that the Romanian
teachers had been told not to talk to them without official
permission, she said. The delegates were upset and let their
anger be known, but little was accomplished.
"We were greeted as royalty," Salisbury said, "but royalty
does not often mingle freely with the people."
She cited one exception, however. The delegates were
bused to an agricultural village, divided into groups of two or
three and invited to share a meal with a family.
"Using a few words of Romanian, a smattering of French
German,
spliced with lots ofpantomime andplum brandy,
and
along
famously," Salisbury said.
we got
AS FOR the educational system in Romania, she said it
was a serious business, about 70 per cent specializing in a
specific area.
"These trade schools are actually mini-factories in which
students learn about and, in fact, produce goods used by the

society," Salisbury said.
Students are required to pass tests in order to attend the
university, tuition paid by the government.Even then,she said,
there is a limited amount of space available in the university.
"Last year there were 900 applicants for 30 seats in
professional arts training," Salisbury explained. "They refuse
to train more people in one field than the state decides are
needed."
THEREMAINING870 students either choose something
else or something else is chosen for them, she said.
On a personal level, Salisbury said the trip was exciting
and a profound learning experience.She added that she felt the
delegation had accomplished something, although maybe not
what had been expected.
"I do believe that we paved the way for future meaningful
exchanges," Salisbury said. "The Romanians are proud
people, and rightfully so. They are also hungry for knowledge
and a chance to develop new ways. Ibelieve our presence and
our interest helped to open doors."
Why is there no laughter, no talking, eyes downcast and
faces unsmiling? Salisbury said she wonders if it's a matter of
choice.
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>-^ Take a Rainier NationalBank checking
account out to dinner with you.
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